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Product branding 

and why it matters



Strong brands 

make more money
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The Largest Brand Building Platform In The World

166k
BRANDS

454 
CATEGORIES

51
MARKETS

5.2B
DATA POINTS

3.7m
CONSUMER INTERVIEWS
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Strong brands deliver higher shareholder returns than leading market indexes

317%

196%

128%

59%

2006          2007          2008          2009        2010          2011          2012          2013        2014          2015  2016          2017        2018          2019

Brandz Top 10 Powerful Brands

Brandz Strong Brands Portfolio

S&P 500

MSCI Word Index



$315.5Bn

The New No.1



2019 BrandZ™ Global Top 100 Most Valuable Brands



The most successful brands have stronger Brand Equity

Brand Equity Is Key

10 year $ value change for the SAME brands

Brand Equity

$13,789 

$37,042 

$45,680 

Low Medium High

Average brand value growth $m
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Whatever market you choose a strong, well-known brand will command a price premium

For instance, the iPhone XS Max sold for 60% more than the comparable OnePlus 6T

iPhone XS Max

9.6 Editor’s             

rating on ZDNet

“Spectacular”

OnePlus 6T

9.7 Editor’s     

rating on ZDNet

“Spectacular”

+60%



Sub-optimal competition
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Brands exist in 

people’s minds
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Everything you do 

builds your brand

A strong brand is built 

on a strong business
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A brand is the sum of all the emotions, memories and ideas associated with your brand

Every interaction someone has with your brand helps shape their impression and influence their future behavior



Emotional

>

Rational
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Think your buyer is rational? Think again

Easy

>

Best

Safe

>

Smart



The Volvo truck videos side-lined the buyer’s rational brain
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A strong brand 

shortcuts decision 

making and justifies 

the price asked
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Three qualities 

of a strong brand
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Meaningful

Functional + Emotional
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The right idea can change behavior



The iconic “Shadows” campaign explored new ways to build meaning and emotion
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Different

Unique + pioneering



BRANDZ™ Top 100 Most Valuable Global Brands: 95 common brands valued in both 2006 and 2016 22

Difference helps drive brand value growth over the long-term

Value growth comes from making your difference meaningful to potential, new customers

47%

86%

244%

HIGH

Difference

MEDIUM

Difference

LOW

Difference

Growth in brand value across 10 years
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Salient

First to mind for 

specific needs



Advertising makes a brand’s meaningful difference salient to prospective customers

High

High

Low

Great
Advertising

Meaningfully DifferentLow

+19%

+21%

+82%

+187%

24BRANDZ™ Top 100 Most Valuable Global Brands: 95 common brands valued in both 2006 and 2016
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Start with the task, what behavior are you trying to inspire?

The Volvo strategy was to reach a wide audience in order to influence the ultimate decision makers

Get core target to visit 

website or dealer

A series of remarkable 

stunts to be viewed, 

shared and generate PR

Volvo’s dynamic 

steering system

Relates

to the task

Resonates

with audience

Unique to 

the brand

Total confidence



Nucor needed to differentiate itself 

from other steel manufacturers

“It’s Our Nature” focused on how 

Nucor recycles, its environmental 

benefits and how it does business

Nucor’s salience increased 85% 

among CEOs and overall corporate 

reputation increased 35%
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Nucor Corp is the largest recycler and manufacturer of steel in the USA

Their objective was to make corporate CEOs receptive to the idea of using Nucor over other steel companies



TAKEAWAYS
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Meaningful: more power

Different: less drag

Salient: pole position
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A product is only a commodity if you treat it like one

1.
A strong brand 

shortcuts decision 

making and justifies 

the price asked

2.
Brands an 

accumulation of 

ideas, feelings 

and associations

3.
The more meaningful, 

different and salient you 

can make those 

associations the stronger 

your brand will be

4.
Start with what makes 

your brand different 

and then figure out 

how to make it 

meaningful and salient

5.
Engage people at 

an emotional level, 

show don’t tell
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